
Editing Practice 
 
Here are two passages. Each passage is about 100 words. They come from 
longer stories. You have to edit the text by doing a few things: 
 

• Add punctuation to create sentences 
• Add space to create paragraphs 
• Add capitalisation 
• Fix spelling errors 
• Fix subject verb agreement problems 

 
Level 1 
kids love lego thay make houses, tranes, and cars one man started lego he is 
from denmark his name was ole kirk in 1932, he started make small things that 
kids could played with, like cars and hooses in 1934, he called his company lego 
that word means play well in 1947, ole saw sum plastic blocks from england to 
years later, he started making them they did not stayed togather not many 
peple liking them in 1958, he had an idea for a new kind of black he made 
blocks with dots and wholes when kids puts the dots into the holes, the blocks 
stayed together  
 
Level 2 
a computer moose is a small boxe its purposes are to move a line on a screem 
and helps users do work and play games where did the mouse come from the 
story of the mouse begins in 1967 the first mouse looks like a large block of 
would with a red button on top in 1973, a company calling xerox improves the 
mouse it was small, light and easy to use sixe years latter, steve jobs visiting 
xerox he sawed a special computer with advanced technology and software 
these machine used a mouse to touch small images on the screen the images 
opening file and programs 
 
  



Answers 

Level 1 

Kids love Lego. They make houses, trains, and cars.  

One man started Lego. He was from Denmark. His name was Ole Kirk. In 1932, 
he started making small things that kids could play with, like cars and houses. In 
1934, he called his company Lego. That word means play well. 

In 1947, Ole saw some plastic blocks from England. Two years later, he started 
making them. They did not stay together. Not many people liked them. 

In 1958, he had an idea for a new kind of block. He made blocks with dots and 
holes. When kids put the dots into the holes, the blocks stayed together. 

 

Level 2 

A computer mouse is a small box. Its purpose is to move a line on a screen and 
help users do work and play games. Where did the mouse come from? 

The story of the mouse begins in 1967. 

The first mouse looked like a large block of wood with a red button on top. In 
1973, a company called Xerox improved the mouse. It was small, light and easy 
to use. 

Six years later, Steve Jobs visited Xerox. He saw a special computer with 
advanced technology and software. This machine used a mouse to touch small 
images on the screen. The images opened files and programs. 

 


